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Abstract 

In this paper, I show that the future morpheme tha ‘will’  in Greek conveys a wide range of modal 
uses ranging from epistemic to deontic necessity, and that the temporal reference (the so called 
predictive reading) is an epiphenomenon of future reference’s underlying logical structure which 
is of abductive nature. I argue that the various readings of future expressions are due to the 
varying size of the domain of the universal quantification (Staraki 2013, 2014, 2017), and that 
the degree of certainty (how close to the truth) of a proposition of the form FUT [p] depends on a 
measurable intersection BEST. Tha “will”  is a universal quantifier the universal quantification 
of which exhibits gradience. This gradience on the universal quantificational domain conveys the 
various degrees of an individual’s commitment to a logical inference. The formal analysis I offer 
combines modal (Kratzer 1977, 1981, 1991) with scale semantics (Kennedy 2007).  
 
Keywords: Greek, modality, future, abductive, certainty, degrees, predictive 
 

1.  Background: future and degrees of certainty 
 
The future morpheme tha “will” (FUT) in Greek conveys temporal (predictive) and modal 
interpretation: 

(1)  O  Pavlos  tha  figi    

 The  Paul  FUT  leave.3sg.NP1   

Paul will leave        temporal / epistemic 

The example (1) expresses either a temporal (shifting the event time forward) or a modal 
(conveying a probability evaluation) interpretation. FUT morphemes like tha ‘will’  are 

                                                           
1 Glosses: FUT = future morpheme tha;  FS = future simple; INF = infinitive; SUBJ = subjunctive; NP = non-pat, P = past; UT = 
utterance time; W = superset of possible worlds; eval = evaluation time; gi = ordering source of an individual; pl = plural; sg = 
singular; impf = imperfective; prf = perfective; prfc = perfect;  
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considered universal quantifiers which convey necessity; they quantify the whole set of possible 
worlds, and provide interpretations similar to those of must (see Copley 2002; Kaufmann 2005; 
von Fintel & Gillies 2010; Giannakidou & Mari 2014; among others). The interpretation, thus, is 
equivalent to epistemic necessity modal must. However, FUT morpheme tha ‘will’  exhibits a 
temporal reading that must cannot convey. Observe the interpretational disparity in the following 
examples:  
 

(2)   a. O  Pavlos tha  thimosi     dynamic 

    The  Paul  FUT  get-mad.3sg   

    Paul will  get mad 

b. O  Pavlos prepi na  thimosi  

    The  Paul  must SUBJ  get-mad.3sg   

   Paul must get mad       teleological 

(3) a. O  Pavlos  tha  figi   avrio 

     The  Paul  FUT  leave.3sg  tomorrow 

    Paul will leave tomorrow       temporal 

b. O  Pavlos prepi na  figi   avrio 

     The  Paul  must SUBJ  leave.3sg  tomorrow  

     John must leave tomorrow      deontic 

Examples in (2) and (3) show that there is only a limited degree of overlap between prepi “must” 
and tha “will”. Tha in (2a) and (3a) marks an event expected to happen in the future while in (2b) 
and (3b) prepi “must” expresses a purpose and a deontic necessity respectively. The temporal 
(predictive) use of tha indicates that FUT is not uniquely epistemic. In other words, the modal 
base for the interpretation of tha is not homogenous – it must contain other than epistemic 
(metaphysical) worlds (see Staraki 2014). We will see details in the discussion in section 3 and 
analysis that follows in section 4. 

Another fact about FUT is the degree of certainty expressed about the truth of p; whatever is 
expressed by a structure like FUT [p] does not commit the speaker to the actual truth of p. Non-
commitment is a well known property of FUT morphemes in general and many authors have 
argued about it (Werner 2006; Staraki 2010, 2013; Giannakidou & Mari 2013a/b, 2014; among 
others). However, the analysis of non-commitment is directly associated with specific grammar 
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components (i.e. adverbs). In fact, this is the approach Giannakidou & Mari (2014) argue about 
and show that there are three types of commitment: full, partial and trivial commitment and 
model FUT morphemes as non-veridical2 (see Staraki 2010; 2013 for an account on FUT based 
on non-veridicality) arguing for a causal relationship between epistemic, (non-) veridical adverbs 
and the commitment on the part of the speaker. The account I propose aims to capture several 
alternative interpretations of future reference in a single underspecified semantic representation. 
To this, I provide an underspecified logical form that feeds upon contextual and non-contextual 
information.  

A question about the FUT is how the predictive (read: temporal) reading is borne out. If we 
assume, as I do here, that tha “will” is a modal morpheme, we have to explain how a temporal 
reading derives from a modal morpheme. There are many approaches currently in the literature 
that are related to a common characteristic. For instance, Enç (1996) derives temporality via a 
covert tense-like operator in will . Condoravdi (2002), on the other hand, argues that the lexical 
aspect (statives vs. eventives) derives the temporal reading. In this account, only eventive 
predicates shift an eventuality's time forward, thus yielding the future reading. I argue that (a) the 
interpretational variation of tha is due to a non-homogenous modal base, (b) facts, beliefs and 
assumptions are in a proportional relation to the whole set of the propositions in the modal base 
(Staraki 2014, 2017), and (c) the non-homogeneity of the modal base can be best represented 
with a measurable intersection I call BEST. Facts, beliefs and assumptions are in a proportional 
relation to the whole set of the propositions. Gradience is another key property of FUT which 
expresses the various degrees of commitment. In order to achieve the connection between modal 
semantics (Kratzer 1977, 1981, 1991) and scale semantics (Kennedy 2007) that I employ here, I 
introduce a set of conditions that underlie the FUT structure, and regulate the relation among 
propositions in the modal base.  

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, I discuss previous analyses of future reference 
and discuss what I consider drawbacks in those accounts. I limit myself to the approaches that 
contrast to my proposal. In section 3, I show that FUT morpheme tha ‘will’  is a universal 
necessity modal morpheme that exhibits quantificational gradience (the size of the universal 
quantificational domain. In section 4, based on Kratzer’s theory on modals in conjunction with a 
scale of degrees, I present a formal analysis of tha “will” introducing a measurable intersection 
BEST. The formal model I present here features degrees on certainty on the part of a rational 
individual based on a set of conditions that regulate the levels of certainty.. Section 5 concludes 
the paper.  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
2 A concept that has been proved useful in modeling the non realization and non commitment on the part of the speaker to the 
truth of a proposition p (see Giannakidou 1999, Staraki 2010, 2013). In contrast, a veridical proposition commits the speaker to 
its truth.  
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2 Previous accounts  
Enç (1996) argues that will  is a modal which incorporates a tense-like component in its logical 
form. While the predictive (temporal) reading derives from an evaluation of a current world – 

time pair 〈w, i〉 and a successive world – time pair 〈w’, i’ 〉 at UT (utterance time), the epistemic 
reading is not evaluated at UT. A proposition such as Paul will be in school now is an epistemic 
evaluation since now is not evaluated. However, the FUT is not always dependant on the UT as 
its reference point. The following examples from Greek tha and English will  illustrate future 
reference without UT as their temporal reference, for example: 
 
(4) a. Otan  ftasi   tha  su  tilefoniso 
     When  arrive.3sg  FUT  you  call.1sg  

    When he arrives I will give you a call  
 b. Tha   figis   an  teliosis  ta  mathimata  su  

               FUT   leave.2sg  if  finish.2sg  the  homework  yours 
    You will leave if you finish your homework    

 
The examples in (4) show a future interval succeeding another interval sometime in the near or 
far future. None of the above examples makes a reference to the UT. If there is a tense-like 
component inherent in tha and will  then we do not know what special mechanisms are required 
to silence it and under what conditions.  

Condoravdi (2002), on the other hand, suggests3 that one way of resolving the ambiguity 
between temporal and modal readings of FUT is that eventive but not stative predicates forward-
shift the eventuality’s time. Specifically, if the predicate is eventive the time will be forward-
shifted t0 ≤ t1 branching out towards future (see 5a), thus deriving a temporal reading of the FUT 
morpheme. To the contrary, if the predicate is stative4 the time will not branch out but overlap t0 

ο t1 (see 5b), thus leaving closed the metaphysical possibilities and allowing only an epistemic 
reading:  

(5) a. To  vivliopolio  tha  klisi  stis  pende  

   The  bookstore  FUT  close  at  five 

  The bookstore will close at five      predictive 

 b. O  Janis  tha  ine  sto  sholio 

    The John  FUT  be  at  school 

    John will be at the school       epistemic 

                                                           
3 This hypothesis is developed in a branching time model (Thomason 1984) in which time branches out towards the future, thus 
the multiplication of worlds 
4 For a stative predicate to be AT a time that state must overlap time. 
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Yet, the argument of lexical aspect weak seems problematic when it is used to explain the 
interpretational variation of FUT morphemes. For instance, the examples in (5) show that both 
eventive and stative predicates can be used to express either a temporal or a modal reading. Thus, 
an account based on the aspectual distinctions cannot be applied, at least not in Greek.  

Giannakidou & Mari (2013a/b, 2014) argue that the speaker’s knowledge at the UT partitions 
the set of the metaphysical branches into two subsets (see Mari 2013): (a) the reasonable worlds 
in which a FUT [p] is true, and (b) the unreasonable worlds in which FUT [p] is not true. The 
future, hence, is non-veridical (see Giannakidou 1998, 2013) and the universal quantification 
takes place in the subset of the reasonable worlds considered as privileged worlds, thus, deriving 
partial commitment which licenses an evaluative layer of positive bias. The speaker’s judgment 
about the likelihood of the actual world to be a reasonable/privileged one is high. Veridical 
adverbs such as yesterday and epistemic adverbs (non-veridical) such as probably, perhaps etc 
indicate the bias and a speaker’s confidence. For the predictive (temporal) reading, the necessity 
modal tha “will” in Greek features a metaphysical modal base, an epistemic ordering source and 
the universal quantification takes place in reasonable worlds; worlds that nothing unexpected5 
happens and everything develops as planned. The epistemic reading, on the other hand, is the 
result of an epistemic modal base, an epistemic ordering source and the universal quantification 
takes place in the privileged or the BEST (a term coined by Portner 1998) worlds meaning that, 
the universal quantifier quantifies over a restricted unique set of alternatives (normal or bouletic). 

An epistemic claim is based on the speaker’s knowledge, however, as it has been shown in 
Staraki (2013) this is far from being the only truth since, first, epistemic claims can also be 
issued in the absence of knowledge, and second, epistemic modal verbs and particles exhibit 
different degrees of sensitivity to different types and degrees of knowledge. Giannakidou & 
Mari’s (2013a/b, 2014) on the contrary consider FUT morpheme such as tha akin to must 
without taking into account that FUT morphemes express degrees of commitment and certainty. 
FUT morphemes and specifically tha “will” as I argue are far from being uniquely epistemic. As 
I will show here tha “will” features other readings, for example, deontic.  

With regard to the argument of the privilege worlds: the set of privileged worlds6 contains the 
metaphysical branches in which the laws at work at w0 at the time of the utterance (UT) also 

                                                           
5 Future reference is all about unexpected instances, even in the case of the predictive reading; this is an essential characteristic 
that I model here in a non-monotonic formal model (see section 4). 

6 Giannakidou & Mari’s (2013a/b, 2014) argument about the privileged set of worlds cannot explain a proposition in which FUT 
morphemes are multiply embedded: 
(1) John will marry when he will graduate when he will find a job when he will finish the construction of his house.       
John’s future in the proposition above is not evaluated at UT and the actual world but rather at a future point in time which is 
followed by other future intervals as preconditions. It is difficult to understand then what the actual world at the time of the 
utterance will favor and predetermine. Recall that the privileged worlds’ set contains the actual world. This  formalization means 
that privileged worlds and the actual world are considered as comparable and equal meaning that, ReasFut(w0) [actual world/now] 

≤ ReasFut(w1) ≤ ReasFut(w2) ≤ ReasFut(w3) ≤ ReasFut(w4) and ∀w’∈ReasFut(tu). This formally means that w2∈ReasFut(tu) and 

w3∈ReasFut(tu) and so on and that w1 ∈ ReasFut(w3)  which is absurd come to think of it. How can UT determine the future and at 
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hold, the speaker is aware of these laws, and in which nothing unexpected happens. The 
privileged worlds are not doxastic alternatives and the actual world is part of the set of the 
privileged worlds (Giannakidou & Mari 2014: 20). A proposition FUT [p] that belongs to the 
privileged set of worlds has a predictive reading and everything else is an epistemic claim. The 
argument of privileged worlds seems to kill two birds with one stone. Privileged worlds explain 
both the characteristic uncertainty of an epistemic claim and the feature of planning (everything 
goes as expected) of a predictive reading. This theoretical approach, though, implies that a 
privileged set of future courses of events is meant to be realized because the set of privileged 
worlds contains the actual world. I find this argument leads us to misleading conclusions as it 
means among the many metaphysical branches (the future courses of events) there is an 
actual/privileged future. Certainly, a speaker might have strong and positive bias towards a 
certain course of events but that greatly differs from actually incorporating the actual world into 
the set of privileged worlds. This implicates some sort of pre-commitment to actualization. No 
matter how high our expectations are for a course of events in the future, future is still 
indeterministic meaning that, there is always a possibility open to the unexpected and unknown. 
However, assuming that the privileged worlds argument is true, we have to accept that p is 
already considered as true at the time of utterance, the actual world. This is not the case though. 

A formal analysis of tha “will” should allow the evaluation to take place at any given 
evaluation time (eval, henceforth), some sort of reassessment in relation with new information 
acquired, and not only UT and the actual world. A formal model of future reference should 
incorporate the representation of a dynamic and evolving meaning. Hence, the ontology of the 
set of privileged worlds cannot be considered as a tool  for singling out unique metaphysical 
branches from the set of possible worlds. The concept of privileged worlds cannot predict the 
quantitative and qualitative differences among possible worlds. Predictive reading, as I will 
show, is the result of measuring the relation between knowledge and propositions’ informational 
correlation (credal links) that increases the certainty on the part of an individual. In this paper, I 
argue that in order to derive the predictive reading we need to represent the relation that holds 
between propositions in the modal base and the causal or logical relations among them. We seek 
a model in which the meaning of future yields from a proportional relation of what we consider 
as highly possible and less possible: in other words, a relation between degrees. 

 

3.  The parameters of future interpretation  

In this section, I argue that the interpretation of tha is best understood as depending on gradient 
certainty rather than aspect and privileged worlds. I show, first, that the various interpretations of 
FUT arise in an abductive reasoning frame, one that involves the quality and quantity of 
knowledge. The abductive reasoning frame is a form of logical inference: provided a proposition 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

the same time be the same with its development? Privileged set of worlds would also mean that w0, w1, w2, w3, w4 are considered 
as the actual future since there are comparable and, gradience is not represented. However, w1, w2, w3, w4 have not happened yet.  
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p and the knowledge or the belief that q → p, then conclude FUT [p]. The FUT morpheme tha 
“will” is the grammatical indication of being uncertain as something else might be the actual 
cause of q. In the abductive reasoning frame, future morpheme tha “will” is forced into various 
readings depending on the quality and quantity of the available information within a context.   

3.1 Greek future: background  

There are six structures formed with the future morpheme tha ‘will’. All six tha-structures in (6)-
(8) can express temporality or modality (see also Tsangalidis 1999; 20001a/b and Roussou & 
Tsangalidis 2010) depending on the context they are used in except (7b)7 which expresses only 
modality. Tha-structures can also express requirement (6a-6b) (especially in 2nd and 3rd person in 
singular and plural) with the exception of non-past imperfective (7a), past perfective (7b), non-
past perfect (8a)8 and past perfect (8b). Temporal and epistemic adverbs such as avrio 
‘tomorrow’ and malon ‘probably’ are used to add emphasis or to clarify the meaning in a 
context. At the same time, it is essential to note that the deontic reading of tha (requirements, 
orders etc.) depends on the presence of a non-past verb root (6a-b), and that the past perfective 
expresses unambiguously a probability, possibility or a logical judgment. In other words, there is 
a type of inference:  

(6) a. Tha  fa-o    to  milo   (malon/avrio) 

  FUT  eat-1sg.NP.prf  the  apple (probably/tomorrow) 

  I will eat the apple (probably/tomorrow) 

 b. Tha  horev-un   (malon/avrio) 

FUT dance-3pl.NP.impf  (probably/tomorrow) 

  We will be dancing (probably/tomorrow) 

(7) a. Tha  pighen-a   stin  Athina   (malon/avrio) 

  FUT go-1sg.NP.impf  to-the  Athens  (probably/tomorrow) 
                                                           
7 Cases in (7) and in (8) are not counterarguments to the thesis that future reference with tha expresses temporal orientation, 
epistemic and deontic necessity (modality).  First, the example in (7b) is marked with past tense and that excludes by definition 
any future interpretation. Second, the examples in (7a), (7b), (8a) and (8b) cannot convey requirement – deontic necessity, a very 
specific type of modality – as any required activity presupposes an action that has not been completed.  In fact, cases in (7) and in 
(8) indicate that the temporal reading (or, predictive reading) is an epiphenomenon of the underlying logical structure (abductive 
frame) wherever there is a future (non-past) orientation. In other words, tha-structures derive temporality via modality (see 
section 4) and not the opposite.  
8 Non-past perfect can convey requirement in certain contexts and the same is true for the future perfect simple in English, for 
example: 

Tha  ehis   fighi    mehri  avrio 
FUT have.2sg.NP.impf  leave-3sg.P.prfc   by  tomorrow 

 You will have left  by tomorrow 
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  I would/could go to Athens (probably/tomorrow) 

 b. Tha  pighe    stin  Athina   (malon) 

Will  go-3sg.P.prf   to-the  Athens  (probably) 

  He must have gone to Athens  

(8) a. Tha  ehi    fighi    (malon/avrio) 

FUT have.3sg.NP.impf leave-3sg.P.prfc  (probably/tomorrow) 

  He will have left (probably/tomorrow) 

 b. Tha  ihe    fighi    (malon/avrio) 

FUT have.3sg. P.impf leave-3sg.P.prfc  (probably/tomorrow) 

  He will have been left (probably/tomorrow) 

 
Therefore, I assume that tha expresses inference based upon beliefs, partiality of knowledge, 

and lack of complete control over planning, as illustrated in (6)-(8), and that tha is the 
grammatical indication of being (un)certain to some degree.   

 

3.2 No generalized pattern 

The various interpretations of FUT-structures depend on aspect (see Condoravdi 2002 for the 
FUT morpheme will ), adverbs and privileged worlds (Giannakidou & Mari 2013a/b, 2014 for 
Greek tha) or an inherent tense-like component (Enç 1996 for will ). However, considering cases 
of tha, we make two observations: (a) the interpretation depends on the type of context that tha is 
in, and (b) the FUT morpheme tha expresses degrees of certainty. 

The example (9a) can convey an epistemic assessment, instead of the expected predictive 
reading due to the temporal adverb avrio ‘tomorrow’, and the example (9c) can also express a 
deontic reading, instead of the expected epistemic reading due to the temporal adverb avrio 
‘tomorrow’: 

(9) Context: Expressing a probability  

a.  Ta  skilia  tha  pinasun  avrio  

 The  dogs  FUT  starve   tomorrow  
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Dogs will starve tomorrow 

 Context: Making a prediction (predictive context) 

b.  O  Janis  tha  epistrepsi  avrio  

The  John  FUT  return   tomorrow 

John will return tomorrow 

Context: Expressing an order or a requirement  

 c.  De  tha  pis  ksana afta  ta  logia  avrio  

NOT  FUT  say  again these  the  words  tomorrow 

You will not say these words tomorrow! 
 
FUT morphemes are considered necessity modals in all relevant theories with the exception of 

Kissine's (2008). However, the set of examples in (9) illustrates that the size of the universal 
quantificational domain varies. For instance, consider the proposition (9a) Ta skilia tha pinasun 
avrio – an epistemic claim – and the proposition (9b) O Janis tha epistrepsi avrio – a predictive 
(temporal) statement. If we compare (9a) to (9b), the example (9a) conveys less certainty than 
(9b). Similarly, the example (9c) conveys a greater necessity (more like a requirement). 

We observe, then, that the various interpretations of tha do not uniquely depend on aspect and 
adverbs, and that, in Greek, the interpretation of tha is not limited to the temporal (9b) and 
epistemic necessity (9a). Tha can also convey deontic necessity (9c). We can assume, then, that 
the disparity in readings is based on how close a proposition p comes to actually being true, or, in 
other words, how certain an individual is about the truth of a proposition p. Tha, I assume, 
implies gradience of certainty9.  

3.3 Interpretation of tha in the abductive reasoning frame 

3.3.1 Abductive frame: the set of the competing possible worlds in the modal base  

Tha presupposes a non-homogenous (contra Giannakidou & Mari 201410) set of propositions 
(modal base) and the relations11 that hold among the propositions – the credal links12 – in the 

                                                           
9 The relation of the variant modal force of necessity and uncertainty will become clearer in the following section about modal 
base. 
10 Giannakidou & Mari (2015) acknowledge that presupposing a metaphysical modal base (in their paper in 2013b) for the 
interpretation of FUT is misleading and leads to a number of problems. Their new view about a diverse modal base coincides 
with Staraki (2013; 2014) that argues for a non-homogenous modal base. Nevertheless, the diverse modal base in Giannakidou & 
Mari (2015) and the non-homogenous modal base in this paper and in (Staraki 2014) differ in terms of analysis and 
formalization.  
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modal base support this hypothesis; we are dealing with an abductive reasoning frame. To put it 
differently, there are logically (conjunctive, disjunctive; see section 4.2) or causally linked 
propositions in the modal base with regard to information such that these correlations reflect the 
overall degree of certainty. Consider the case in (20a). If the set of the relevant possible worlds – 
the modal base – for the interpretation of the FUT morpheme tha contains propositions that 
involve past knowledge or information which is veridical (thus, we know if a proposition on 
which we base our claim is true or not) then the modal base will contain relatively more worlds 
where p is true than worlds that p is false. For example, I know based on my past experience that 
Paul forgets to feed the dogs and that There is none else there to feed the dogs besides Paul and 
that Dogs have starved in the past, then the modal base is veridical (facts and not assumptions). 
Now, also consider a different set of relevant possible worlds for the same example in (9a). Paul 
just announced to me he is leaving to Rome for two days. If I do not have previous knowledge on 
how Paul treats his dogs, then the interpretation of (9a) will be based on a nonveridical set of 
propositions, because I will guess or assume that Paul forgets to feed the dogs and that There is 
none else there to feed the dogs besides Paul and that Dogs have starved in the past. 

A temporal interpretation of future reference, by contrast, presupposes a greater number of 
propositions that makes us presume a higher degree of certainty  (Staraki 2017) toward13 the 
truth of the proposition John will get back. Moreover, a temporal interpretation presupposes a set 
of propositions in the modal base that are facts (veridical) rather than assumptions (non-
veridical). With regard to (9b) John will get back; if I know and I am sure that John scheduled 
and promised this return; John always keeps his promises, etc., then, the interpretation is 
temporal.  

Thus, I argue that the modal base of tha is a non-homogenous set of propositions in which 
facts, beliefs and assumptions are in a proportional relation to the whole set of the propositions. 
This property of the modal base proportional non-homogeneity identifies accurately the variant 
degree of (un)certainty that future reference exhibits. In other words, when the modal base14 
contains a higher percentage of nonveridical propositions (beliefs and assumptions, etc), then the 
expression with tha expresses less certainty, hence, a modal reading. For instance, an epistemic 
one. However, when the modal base contains a higher number of veridical (facts, world 
knowledge, verified information etc.) propositions, then the expression with tha expresses 
greater certainty, hence, a temporal (predictive) reading.  

Observe however that the occurrence of gradient certainty in an abductive reasoning frame is 
not just an unusual characteristic of Greek:   

                                                                                                                                                                                           
11 The term relation means all those connections that are performed during a reasoning process we perform. For example, a 
proposition might reaffirm or negate the content of another proposition. In section 4 we will see how this natural reasoning 
process of natural languages is formalized.  
12 In section 4 I give a detailed account of credal links 
13 I use the term towards the truth because as it will become clearer in the analysis section future reference expressions are 
evaluated within a scale of degrees of certainty and not with just two absolute values true or false. 
14 This preliminary presentation for the status within the modal base I present here solves the issue of the missing premise to 
which Giannakidou & Mari (2013a/b) ascribe the uncertainty of an epistemic future. It is not that we miss premises to base our 
evaluations but it is the facts and/or beliefs or incomplete knowledge (proportions of propositions)  within the modal base which 
determine the uncertainty an individual has (see Staraki 2014).  
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(10) a.  Monique refuser-a   probablement  de répondre  à  tes questions  

  Monique refuse-2sg.FS  probably  to answer  to  your questions 

  Monique will probably refuse to answer to your questions 

 b.  Claude va   rentrer  dans  cinq  minutes  

  Clause go.3sg.NP return.INF within  five minutes 

  Claude will return in five minutes 

 c.  Tu  partir-as,  immédiatemment  

  You  leave-2sg.FS right away  

You will leave, right away! 
 

French language derives future reference employing two ways, a verbal suffix and a 
periphrastic structure, depending on the degree of certainty, and like Greek, the abductive 
reasoning frame is also used to indicate a logical inference. On the one hand, a suffix (simple 
future) corresponds to the future tense in Greek and English, and it is used to express an intention 
or a supposition – an individual being less certain – about the far or immediate future (10a) and 
(10c). On the other hand, a periphrastic form (10b) is used to express prediction, requirement: in 
short, an individual that is more certain.  

Due to the credal links (logical or causal relations among propositions) and the inference of 
the form FUT [p] that indicates the uncertainty of an individual, we can assume that the FUT [p] 
(tha-structures) involves an abductive reasoning frame. Thus, a set of competing15 possible 
worlds appears to be systematic in the interpretation of tha-structures. I will call this the 
abductive reasoning frame from now on. The abductive reasoning frame is relevant to the 
uncertainty and the lack of commitment; a set of accepted truths and knowledge are not 
compatible with it: 
 
(11) Context: You know that all bachelors are unmarried men. Your friend Paul is an 

unmarried man; it is awkward to say: 
 

a. # Tha  ine   erghenis 
       FUT  be.3sg.NP bachelor 
    #  He must be a bachelor 
 

                                                           
15 In the sense of the dynamic relations – credal links – that holds between the propositions in the modal base.  
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If the interpretation of the FUT morpheme tha indicates an abductive frame, as I suggest here, 
then the incompatibility of tha with modal bases that are homogenous (uniformly veridical [p] or 
non-veridical [¬p]) is expected; when we know or we do not know p, and we are sure that p, we 
cannot say FUT [p]: 
 
(12)  Context: You know that it is not raining outside; it is awkward to say: 
 

b. # Tha  vrehi   ekso 
        FUT  rain.3sg.NP outside 
        It must be raining outside 

There is not a homogenous set of BEST16 worlds but a set of competing worlds within the modal 
base – a non-homogenous modal base for the interpretation of FUT morpheme tha. Thus, the 
modal base contains the set of competing worlds from which some, all or great part of them 
becomes part of the quantificational domain, the set(s) of BEST competing worlds. The size, as I 
assume, of the intersection, will represent the degree of uncertainty that an expression with tha 
exhibits. The suggestion made here is novel, to the best of my knowledge, and greatly differs 
from the current accounts (Portner 1998, 2009; Condoravdi 2002; Mari 2009, 2013; Giannakidou 
& Mari 2013a/b, 2014, 2015), as it points to a way of modeling the degree of uncertainty of the 
structures with tha. Details of the actual formalization follow in section 4. 

3.3.2 Future reference without aspect and adverbs 
Notice that when we employ the abductive reasoning frame we get temporal (predictive) or 
modal reading with either eventive horevo ‘dance’ or stative predicates kurazome ‘get tired’, for 
example: 

(13) a. O  Pavlos  tha  xorepsi  (malon) 

  The  Paul  FUT  dance.3sg  (probably) 

Paul will dance  (probably) 

 b. O  Pavlos  tha  kurasti   (avrio) 

  The  Paul  FUT  get-tired.3sg  (tomorrow) 

Paul will be tired  (tomorrow) 
 

                                                           
16 BEST I use here might be confused with the BEST operator introduced by Portner (1998, 2009). However, in my paper, BEST 
is a function based on a set of heuristic guidelines (see definition in 25) not an operator and greatly differs from Portner’s as we 
will see in section 4. BEST as I argue is conditioned by principles influencing the process of the universal quantification. Also, I 
avoid as much as possible attributive terms such as Privileged, (Non) Reasonable as these terms prove inadequate in describing 
and formalizing the comparative and quantitative relations holding among possible worlds.  
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The adverbs are used to indicate the speaker’s intended interpretation. Adverbs are a guide for 
the addressee on how to interpret a proposition, and sometimes adverbs adjust to the overall 
contextual goal17 (see examples in (9) which do not have the expected readings). Thus, once we 
employ the abductive reasoning frame both examples (13a-b) can be interpreted as either events 
that refer to a future interval (predictive), or as a modal evaluations (epistemic necessity), or 
requirements (deontic necessity). Aspectual distinctions certainly  contribute to the structure the 
notion of future orientation, but orientation just predisposes us to future, and in fact, it is quite 
different from the temporal reference (tense) which expresses intervals, in other words 
distinctions of time. The true nature of the future reference is displayed in the abductive 
reasoning frame; the notion of certainty as an inversely proportional relation to the degree of 
commitment of the speaker’s assertion. In other words, the temporal reading derives from a high 
degree of certainty rather than aspectual distinctions on the verb.   

3.4 Abductive reasoning frame: the ordering source relates to an individual 

The ordering source18 orders the propositions in the modal base (Kratzer 1977, 1981, 1991), and 
as I argue here is relative to an individual (see Staraki, 2014), reflecting the relative certainty an 
individual has. Let us consider the epistemic claim in (9a) Ta skilia tha pinasun ‘Dogs will 
starve’ in comparison to (9b) O Janis tha epistrepsi “John will return”, (9c) De tha pis ksana afta 
ta logia “You will not say these words” with regard to the degree of certainty an individual has. 
At a first glance, all sentences express a possible state of affairs in the future. However, the 
possible states do not imply the same degree of certainty. Tha-structures reflect the variable 
degrees of certainty an individual has. For example, (9a) is an expression of an epistemic 
necessity; when compared to (9b), (9a) expresses lesser necessity that it will actually happen. I 
assume that this is due to the variant orderings of the propositions within the set of the BEST19 
worlds (see details in Staraki 2014). 

There are three types of individual’s ordering source �� (Staraki 2017) which represent in a 
formal way the ordering of propositions. A strict ordering is defined when an individual 
considers certain a world1 to a world2 but not world2 to world1. In this type of ordering there are 
no other worlds to be considered (exhaustive) to that selected world by the individual. Strict 
ordering occurs when the certainty for an outcome in the future is considered as strictly 
necessary, for example, when a predictive sentence is uttered, and we are certain that it will 
become true in the future, i.e., O Janis tha epistrepsi “John will return”, and De tha pis ksana 
afta ta logia “You will not say these words again”. A strict ordering source ������� is: 

 

                                                           
17 Every context has a preferred goal: to express an epistemic evaluation, a temporal reference etc.  
18 I find Kratzer’s ordering source contains the seed of gradience or else, if properly extended, as I propose here, it might be able 
to be part of a scale of certainty, based on different ordering permutations among possible states. The details of how I connect an 
ordering source with a scale of certainty will be fully presented in section 4. Here I show a modest extension of the ordering 
source in order to interpret sentences with FUT morphemes such as will .  
19 The ordering happens within BEST and not the modal base because BEST represents the actual universal quantificational 
domain from which the various meanings of FUT [p] derive.  
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(14) Strict Ordering Source ������� : 

 ∀u, z ∈ W: u ≠ z ⇒ u < z ∧ z > u  
 

A weak ordering is defined when an individual is or feels certain for at least one worldx. 
Weak ordering occurs when we feel moderately certain because there might be other available 
outcomes or options in the future which we cannot exclude. For example, when we make an 
epistemic assessment, i.e. Ta skilia tha pinasun “Dogs will starve” we do not expect that our 
view of the world will in fact become the actual state of affairs. A weak ordering ���	
 is: 

 
(15) Weak Ordering Source ���	
 : 

 ∃u, z ∈ W: u ≠ z ∧ z  ≤ u  
 

Before I conclude this section I want to add one more type of ordering source. Consider 
expressions such as Tha ginonde polemi “Wars will happen” or Human beings will have two 
lungs which convey a truth not bound by the time, place or an individual’s beliefs etc. For these 
cases, the ordering source is invariant meaning that, the ordering is not affected by an 
individual’s preferences or contextual adjustments as they represent statements, and their truth is 
very close to the ideal, if not overlapping with it. Indifference then is an equivalence relation 
where the degree of certainty of an individual is not essential to the interpretation of a tha-

structures, for example world1 > world2  ≡  world2 > world1: 
 

(16) Invariant Ordering Source ����	��	�� : 
 ∀u, z ∈ W: u ≠ z ∧ (u < z  ≡ u > z) 
 

To sum, I consider expressions with tha as featuring an individual’s degree of certainty as we 
will see in section 4, thus having an effect upon the type of interpretation an expression of future 
reference acquires.   

 

4. Semantics and pragmatics: future, necessity, uncertainty  
Here I present the formal analysis of the underlying logical structure of tha and its derived 
readings.  
 
4.1 The logical structure of tha 
Tha-structures are best understood as a type of inference based upon beliefs, partiality of 
knowledge, and lack of complete control over planning. In particular, tha-structures involve an 

abductive reasoning frame pertaining to a proposition p and the knowledge or the belief that q → 
p, and the conclusion (inference) that FUT [p]. Tha then is the grammatical indication of being 
uncertain as something else might be the actual cause of q. Our claims are often drawn because 
of lack of evidence to the contrary, or as the most likely explanation. Thus, our ignorance has to 
be retracted or revised, when we have a new piece of information that contradicts old beliefs. 
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Tha-structures presuppose a non-homogenous modal base that can be revised and alter, 
depending on the new information that comes. Therefore, I propose that in order to be able to 
handle the dynamic characteristics of future reference we should analyze tha-structures in a non-
monotonic way (contra Condoravdi 2002 among many others who support monotonicity). Non-
monotonicity means that whenever we have a new piece of information becoming part of the set 
of propositions we know and/or believe, that set could be reduced, increased or stay unchanged 
just in case new information is acquired (see section 4.2).  

The underlying logical structure of tha-structures, then, involves the following tuple 〈∩
f(w), p, R, B, S〉 where the modal base ∩f(w) represents the knowledge base that includes and is 
not limited to information, norms, goals, evidence, stereotypes, and external world’s knowledge 
that a rational individual has; p is the set of propositions that describes a set of facts and/or 
beliefs owned by a rational20 individual. R is the function that assigns credal links (relations) 
between propositions in the ∩f(w). B(EST) is a function based on a heuristic process that 
determines the size of the intersection between the modal base and the possible worlds’ set p, 
and S is the scale of certainty21 which consists of 〈�, ≺, �〉 (for scale semantics, Kennedy 2007), 
and assigns degrees of certainty to worlds within the intersection created by BEST. For future 

reference with tha a scale of certainty of the form 〈Dcertain, <certain, δcertain〉 consists of a set of 

degrees Dcertain of certainty, <certain an ordering of these degrees, and δcertain the dimension 
indicating a plausibility standard be that contextual and/or of a rational individual. The simplest 
way of understanding what a scale of certainty is simply “how far a proposition is from the 
truth?” That is, what is the degree of certainty relayed by tha, that p (proposition after FUT) is 
true? 

 

4.2 The quantificational domain of tha  
I have argued that the modal base for the interpretation of tha is not homogenous, as it contains 
both veridical (facts) and nonveridical (not committed or certain about their truth value) 
propositions that compete with each other. We have also seen that a modal base represents a 
rational individual’s ordering source and the external world knowledge and belief he owns. 
Then, tha “will” will be about modeling the beliefs of an ideally rational individual reflecting 
upon his/her beliefs and knowledge. This is the definition of the modal base for FUT: 

(17)  MODAL BASE  

i) A future reference modal base ∩f(w) with regard to a context c and a (group of) 
rational individual(s) i whose knowledge is relevant in c such that for any possible world 
w, ∩f(w) is established knowledge and/or belief in w and is known or believed by i.  

                                                           
20 Rational individual is the individual that develops consistent with or based on reason inference. 
21 Kennedy (2007) argues that scales can be formalized as triples of 〈 D, ≺, δ 〉 where D is a set of degrees, ≺ is an ordering on D 

and, δ is a dimension indicating the kind of measurement that the scale represents.  
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ii) A future reference modal base ∩f(w) comprises a non homogenous w.r.t. their truth 
value set of propositions (axioms) which represent and which are interpreted as the total 
set of beliefs or knowledge of a rational individual.  

iii) A proposition can be added into or rejected from the modal base as long as its 
addition or rejection contributes in the creation of the intersection between ∩f(w) and p 
sets (non-monotonic principle) 

Relation R is a function that assigns credal relations between propositions within the modal 
base and that preliminary creates mutually consistent subsets (the competing worlds) by mapping 
inferential links among propositions. This preliminary stage within the modal base is the linking 
interaction during which logical connections among propositions are created and consistency 
(for example, accept the propositions that might be sufficient to explain an observation) is 
established.  

In order to be able to create these credal links the modal base should be non-monotonic (recall 
(17iii)): A proposition can be added into or rejected from the modal base as long as its addition 
of rejection contributes in the creation of the intersection between ∩f(w) and p sets. The 
motivation for this precondition is that a new proposition added in the modal base might reduce 
or increase the set of worlds available when evaluating a proposition. To understand this, let us 
consider the next example. A proposition α might be a sufficient and/or necessary condition 

towards β, but propositions α ∧ γ might not be (for example, P(B|A) = high likelihood but,  

P(B|A ∧ C) = low likelihood or never). For example, when I see dark clouds in the sky it might 
be highly likely that It will rain , but it is unlikely to rain if the dark clouds are smog clouds. 
Thus, non-monotonicity is that essential tool allowing us to represent formally a modal base 
which changes and adapts based on new incoming information and knowledge.  

The logically or causally linked propositions within the modal base are either mutually 
exclusive, similar or multiple variations ,and constitute the superset of the competing worlds in 
the modal base in order to interpret a proposition of the form FUT [p]. There are three types of 
mapping relation that R assigns, Rand, Ror and Rspecific formally defined as follows: 

(18) R-Credal Links 

i) Rand is a set of conjectures which satisfies the relation R(A ∩ B) = {P: P(A) ∧ 

P(B)} ⇒ q there is a possibility of A in conjunction with the possibility of B in 
drawing the inference q. 

ii)  Ror is a set of disjunctions which satisfies the relation R(A ∪ B) = {P: P(A) ∨ 

P(B)} ⇒ q there is a possibility of A in disjunction with the possibility of B in 
drawing the inference q. 
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iii) Rspecific is a set of propositions which satisfies the relation (P(A), P(B) ∈ p) ⇒ q 
the possibility of A and/or the possibility of B are part of the possible worlds set 
that includes the most specific classes.  

R-Credal links is a preliminary with partial ordering stage which creates the set of consistent 
worlds competing within the modal base ∩f(w). These competing worlds are sufficient 
candidates to the universal quantification, and possible matches to an outcome from the possible 
worlds set (p). A definition of competing worlds follows: 

(19) Competing Worlds (cwx):    

(∀cwx∈∩f(w) [(BEST(cwx) ≥ BEST (cwx’)) ∧ |∩f(w)|=|∩f(w)’|  

→ ∃cwx∈∩f(w)[( BEST(cwx) > BEST(cwx’)]]) 

The statement in (19) says that for all competing worlds in the modal base there is a set of 
competing worlds that is a better candidate in participating in the universal quantification. This 
way the notion of competitiveness and gradience within possible worlds is introduced.  

The size of the universal quantificational domain of FUT morpheme tha depends on the 
reduction of the domain of those competing worlds that turn some p to false (see for a similar 
concept Staraki 2013). BEST determines through heuristic principles the size of the universal 

quantification domain by decreasing the set of cwset∈∩f(w) (competing alternative worlds in the 
modal base) and increasing the set of cwset∩p (possible true outcomes). The more the size of the 
intersection is being increased the more to an ideal match of a proposition to the truth a rational 
individual comes. The heuristic principles follow:   

(20) BEST22 is a function based on heuristic23 principles that determine the relative size of the 

intersection between the set(s) of competing worlds in the modal base cwx ∈ ∩f(w) 
satisfying the worlds in p:  

i) Best-cw�= {cwx|∃CW⊂ ∩f(w) (p ∉BEST (∩f(w)) ∧ p ∈ BEST (∩f(w) ∪{cwx}))} 

                                                           
22 BEST should not be confused with the BEST operator in Portner (1998, 2009) and, definitely not with a type of ordering 
source in the strict sense. The BEST in this paper is a function determining the size of the intersection of the modal base and the 
set of possible worlds. BEST determines the size of the quantificational domain. It is the reduction of paths open to the future 
depending on the available to a rational individual data; something to the effect of a priori probabilities that are selected to 
participate in the universal quantification. Besides, Portner (1998, 2009) defines BEST as that operator that picks up the unique 
best set of worlds that satisfies a deductively in manner reasoning: Given α, β and an inference rule we conclude that α → β. 
However, as I argue here, future reference involves an abductive kind of reasoning: Given β and an inference rule that says α → 
β, we can infer from (β∧ rule) → α. In simple words, in future reference there might be more than one and only one set of worlds 
that satisfy the precondition. This is rightly captured with the notion of competing words within the modal base and BEST as 
defined here.  
23 I use the term heuristic because the intersection does not contain deterministic results. In other words, the propositions we base 
our claims through a FUT p structure have no proof, often involve random facts and sometimes may not yield the optimal result 
which is the truth of a proposition. The heuristic principles in (25i, 25ii) for BEST represent an educated guess which is thought 
to be close to the truth and, provide a map in finding the associations among elements of sets (the range of the function BEST).    
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Where Best-cw� = the best competing world selected  
   CW = the set of competing worlds  
 
ii) Iff there are cwi and cwj which are consistent inferences to a proposition p then 

cwi is at least as plausible as cwj, cwi ≤plausible cwj, iff  cwi ⊆ cwj, and the most 
plausible competing world is that cwi s.t. cwj is true that cwj <plausible cwi.   

In other words, BEST determines what worlds will eventually participate in the universal 
quantification without imposing a total ordering over the set of cwset in ∩f(w).  

The set of BEST worlds (the intersection of ∩ f(w) and p) varies in size. The size of the 
intersection S(∩ f(w), p) plays a role in the analysis of future reference. The intuition behind this 
claim is that the size represents an estimate of how far an expression featuring a FUT morpheme 
such as tha is from actually being true24. Thus, the size is the formal representation of the 
number of associations between the propositions of the two sets (∩ f(w) and p) that are 
considered to be true. A definition of the size of the intersection follows: 
 
(21) Size of the Intersection 
 

S is a measure which represents an estimate of the size of the intersection of the modal 

base ∩ f(w) and the set of possible worlds p. S ranges between 0 ≤ S(∩ f(w), p) ≤ 1.  The 
conditions regulating the size of the intersection are: 

(a) If S(∩ f(w), p) = 0 then the intersection is empty BEST = 0 and represents a non-
actual state of affairs. 

(b) If S(∩ f(w), p) = 1 then the intersection is non-empty BEST ≠ ∅ and represents 
an actual state of affairs. 

(c) If S(∩ f(w), p) is between 0 ≤ S(∩ f(w), p) ≤ 1 then the intersection is non-empty 

BEST ≠ ∅ and represents a state of affairs with a degree of certainty being 
assigned to it.  

 
The S increases from left (∩ f(w), the modal base, to the right, the set of p because this way we 
can represent the approximation to truth (how far a proposition is from actually being true). 
Consider the following illustrations of estimates of the intersection’s size: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
24 See Introduction  
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            Epistemic                                           Temporal (predictive) 

           ∩f(w)         S25 ≈ 30%     p               ∩f(w)   S ≈ 70%   p 
 

Figure 1 Epistemic and Predictive reading in quantitative terms 

The illustration in figure 1 highlights two different measures of the size S(∩ f(w), p) of the 
intersection. The size S(∩ f(w), p) of BEST set includes a greater set of propositions in the 
predictive reading. In the temporal (predictive) case, we ideally approach the truth of a 
proposition with tha morpheme and its truth value. The opposite picture is the epistemic reading; 
the intersection is a smaller universal domain of quantification thus leaving fewer options alive 
for FUT [p] to actually become true.  

The next illustration in figure 2 shows another set of measures of the size of the intersection. 
The size S(∩ f(w), p) of  BEST set is zero. This case of disjoint represents the case where a FUT 
[p] with tha is false. The other case is the set representation of having insufficient knowledge 
and/or belief in order to evaluate the truth of a proposition featuring tha.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Disjoint                                     Insufficient Knowledge and/or Belief 

      ∩f(w)                          p                            ∩f(w) ⊆ p 
 

Figure 2 False in quantitative terms 

 

                                                           
25 The percentages assigned to the S measure are provided in order to make sense of the degree of certainty (see Degree Space in 
29) in a more tangible and symbolic way. FUT p structures in natural language represent subjective, non-numeric estimates.  
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Therefore, I argue that the degree of certainty (how close to the truth of the proposition) 
depends on the size S of the intersection. BEST, therefore, is formally represented as the 
measurable intersection of propositions the size of which determines the interpretation of a FUT 
[p] with tha, as follows:  

(22)  BEST = ⋂ !(∩ "(#), $)
%
&   

Definition in (22) states that BEST is the measurable intersection S of R-credal links (the 
competing worlds from the modal base) and the possible worlds from p. The main advantage of 
the proposed approach is that it provides not only a comparative but a quantitative measure 
which relates all propositions by ordering and that it moreover enables a comparison of 

propositions by ≥ within BEST.  

4.3 Deriving the Readings of Future Reference with tha  

4.3.1 Epistemic tha26  
 
An epistemic claim27 depends on the set of propositions an individual considers as the best 
possible scenario. A rational individual can have different epistemic evaluations, granted that the 
explanations the individual provides are consistent with the propositions in the modal base. For 
example, when one utters Tha vreksi “It will rain” this epistemic claim can be compatible with 
either the proposition There are dark clouds in the sky or (recall the definition for the credal link 
Ror) or the proposition Cloud seeding might be chosen after a season of drought. Ror credal 
chains decrease the certainty assigned to one and only one proposition. The truth conditions are 
the following:  

(23) '()*	($),= 1 with regard to a rational individual’s i knowledge base, iff 

 i) ∀w’ ∈ BESTi (weval): ∃t’ ≺ teval ∪ p(w’, t’) 

ii) BEST = ⋂ !(∩ "(#), $)
%
&-.

 ≤ 0.5 

 iii) '()*($),c, f, g = [λD(Low).λp. δ  ≼weak FUT(p)] 

 

                                                           
26 Glosses, symbols, superscripts and subscripts: eval = evaluation time provided contextually; D = degree of certainty ; ≼ = 
an individual’s ordering source; BESTi  = the best worlds according to the rational individual; R = credal links; c = context; f = 
modal base; g = ordering source; w = world; p = proposition;  

27 Epistemic reading involves the evaluation process of a proposition’s truth against a rational individual’s knowledge base. 
Given a set of propositions (knowledge and belief) via epistemic future reference expressions an individual assigns a degree of 
certainty to a proposition when this is contrasted with other possible scenarios.  
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4.3.2 Temporal (predictive) tha 

The predictive reading involves an inference procedure in which a plan is intended to be 
achieved or it is planned based on the most stereotypical situations consistent with certain facts. 
It also implies that a rational individual considers as highly possible all those worlds which 
present a rigidly accurate link among them, for instance, O Pavlos tha epistrepsi “Paul will come 
back” because I know that Pavlos is an honest person and (recall the definition for the credal 
link Rand) that Pavlos is always on time. To this strong credal link a rational individual assigns a 
higher degree of certainty. The predictive reading, then, is highly consistent to a rational 
individual’s knowledge base (what he believes and knows). The truth conditions of a predictive 
reading are the following:  

(24) '()*	($),= 1 with regard to a rational individual’s i knowledge base, iff 

 i) ∀w’ ∈ BESTi (weval): ∃t’ ≺ teval ∪ p(w’, t’) 

ii) BEST = ⋂ !(∩ "(#), $)
%
&01234543

 ≥ 0.5 

 iii) '()*($),c, f, g = [λD(High).λp. δ  ≼strict FUT(p)] 

The temporal reading is the inferential product of high certainty assigned by a rational 
individual to a very specific development of the actual world. Tha, in other words, does not have 
an inherent tense meaning. The temporal reading is an epiphenomenon of an underlying logical 
structure which is of abductive nature. 

4.3.3 Deontic tha 

The deontic reading of tha expresses a requirement similar to the modal verb prepi “should/have 
to”. A norm determined by the speaker and/or set by the society has to be achieved. Norms, 
obligations, prohibitions and permissions involve a nonpast (futurate) temporal orientation (see 
Staraki, 2014). For example, an obligation such as I Maria tha pari to farmako tis “Mary will 
have her medicine” is mapped to an expectation in the far or near future. The truth conditions 
follow:  

 (25) '()*	($),= 1 with regard to a rational individual’s i knowledge base, iff 

 i) ∀w’ ∈ BESTi (weval): ∃t’ ≺ teval ∪ p(w’, t’) 

ii) BEST = ⋂ !(∩ "(#), $)
%
&678

 ≥ 0.5 

 iii) '()*($),c, f, g = [λD(Medium).λp. δ  ≼strict /weak  FUT(p)] 
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5. Conclusion 
The paper’s novel contribution is based on the observation that the various readings are due to an 
underlying inferential logical structure – the abductive reasoning frame – which is determined 
and regulated by the degree of certainty and introspection of a rational individual. These 
dynamic properties of tha “will” have been properly incorporated into a formal model which 
combines modal with scale semantics. I showed that the various readings of future expressions 
are due to the varying size of the domain of the universal quantifications, and that the degree of 
certainty (how close to the truth) of a proposition p depends on the measurable intersection 
BEST.  

Another advantage of the formal analysis offered here is that, besides formally representing 
all kinds of future reference with a minimum set of formal tools, we have also managed to 
incorporate in the analysis the belief reassessment that a future expression inherently leaves open 
as an option. This dynamic property of tha “will” was formally captured under the concept of 
non-monotonicity, a novel proposal which represents the subjective reasoning tasks done via a 
future reference expression like: (a) belief revision, (2) reason by default (no previous knowledge 
required), and (abductive reasoning, which is characterized by the reduction of the set of 
consequences a rational individual considers as true. In addition, non-commitment and degrees 
of certainty were formalized within the model of a scale.  

To the best of my knowledge, this paper, offers the first step in formalizing the variety of the 
future expressions under the concepts of gradience, certainty, reassessment of belief, self-
awareness and introspection about one’s own knowledge. 
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